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Baby and Child-Specific Products in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Ukrainian refugees boost demand
Consumers go back offline when buying children’s sun protection
“Free-from” solutions gain greater ground

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Private label to increase presence
Hypoallergenic products will be more in demand as skin allergies continue to rise
Government initiatives should lead to further category growth
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Bath and Shower in Hungary
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Multi-step price increases seen across bath and shower in 2022
Soaring inflation impacts shopping habits
Emotional wellness rises in importance when selecting products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Rising consumer awareness of microbiomes will help shape purchasing patterns
Sensory aspect of baths and showers to become more important in new product launches
Climate-neutral packaging to expand across category
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Colour Cosmetics in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Older women push sales in colour cosmetics
Influencers drive "no make-up make-up" trend
Young consumers focus on eyebrow styling

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Premium make-up products to enjoy greater demand
Set/kits to benefit from perception of affordable gifts, while low presence of nail polish brands offers opportunities for new entrants
E-commerce expansion set to persist
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Deodorants in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Sprays sees rapid price rises in 2022
Local consumers remain loyal to favourite brands
Cream deodorants undergoes premiumisation thanks to packaging redesigns

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Deodorant wipes to lead growth though sprays set to remain firm favourite
Longer-lasting deodorants will become more widely available, and specialised solutions will expand
Eco concerns to remain key driver of development and innovation
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Depilatories in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Depilatories falls prey to salons’ success
Multipack offerings remain popular in 2022
Sensitive skin comes under sharper focus

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Private label players to benefit from rise of price-sensitive consumers
Growing consumer knowledge will continue to impact sales
Sustainable materials to become more prevalent

CATEGORY DATA
Table 51 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 52 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
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Fragrances in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Fragrances sees series of price rises
Click-and-collect services expand in response to growing consumer interest
Consumers start to panic-buy for fear of future price hikes

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Discovery boxes to gain ground as demand rises for unisex fragrances
Men’s fragrances set to see further price increases
Persistent growth of e-commerce anticipated
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Hair Care in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Hair care sees double-digit price increase in 2022
Consumers increasingly turn to at-home salon experiences
“Skinification” trend appears in hair care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Ageing population to push demand for products addressing grey hair, while colour correcting shampoos will see more innovation
Stress-induced scalp issues to benefit growth in specialised solutions
Rising risk of UV damage offers potential for protective products
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Men’s Grooming in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Consumers shift towards private label options
Self-pampering and self-care rise among men
Hemp seed oil emerges in men’s grooming products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Male beautification trend set to persist
Grooming focus to extend to body hair
Men’s toiletries to see gradual price rises
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Private label players ascend in oral care
Hungary's older consumers support sales in manual toothbrushes
Electric toothbrushes benefits from greater awareness and availability

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Battery toothbrushes to be phased out in favour of electric alternatives
Oral care offerings will become more targeted and age-specific
Sustainable packaging and design trends to gain traction
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Skin Care in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Serums surge in popularity in 2022
L'Oréal sets the tone for sustainability in skin care
Firming and anti-cellulite products see gradual price rises

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Anticipated growth in clinical and science-based products
Green science will see greater focus, while chemical peeling becomes more mainstream
Sets/kits to remain popular as gifting options
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Sun Care in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Local consumer awareness of dangers of sun damage increases
Rise in domestic travel boosts sun care sales
Aftersun suffers from limited adoption

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Tinted sun care products set to expand
Leading players to continue with eco-focused redesigns
Category growth will be driven by greater consumer knowledge
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Premium Beauty and Personal Care in Hungary

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Emotional wellbeing takes centre stage in purchasing decisions
Aging consumers support sales in premium products
Continued revenge shopping drives up volume sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Discount-hunting mindset will force premium players to reshape strategies
Serums and ampoules will continue to rise
E-pharmacies anticipated to expand
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Table 119 - Sales of Premium Beauty and Personal Care by Category: Value 2017-2022
Table 120 - Sales of Premium Beauty and Personal Care by Category: % Value Growth 2017-2022
Table 121 - NBO Company Shares of Premium Beauty and Personal Care: % Value 2018-2022
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Sustainability trends drive development
Hybrid work patterns influence demand
Local consumers become increasingly price sensitive

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Beard care pushes premiumisation in men’s grooming
Rising allergies boost sales in specialised products in shift set to persist
Insights derived from omnichannel strategies to inform innovation
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